
COMMENCEMENT 2022

Commencement Speech – Ms. Debbie M. Brand, Principal

Welcome Board of Education, distinguished guests, educators, parents, family, friends and,

of course, the students of the Class of 2022. When we think about thirteen years, we tend

to think of that as a long period of time. Students, in thirteen years, most of you will be at

least 30 - I know, that’s so old and probably seems like it is an impossibly long time away.

But as you may have been thinking lately and your parents can probably attest to, the

thirteen years it has taken you to go from Kindergarten to now has felt like no time at all.

Parents, most of you can remember the first time you put these young men and women

onto a school bus, their little legs barely able to lift up onto the giant step before them.

Now we look out at these students, trying to figure out how we got to this moment: a time

to celebrate, to reflect on what has been, to cherish what is now, and to hope for the future.

Tonight’s ceremony will do all these things, and I hope that you will enjoy our time

together, whether you are looking ahead or reflecting back.

Before we move into that process, though, I want to express some gratitude and try to offer

a little wisdom. First for gratitude.  The people who are seated on this stage or were a part

of the procession out - the members of the Public Schools of the Tarrytowns Board of

Education, representatives from Pocantico, central office administration and the
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building-level administrators -  all play an intricate part in shaping the education of these

young people.    Of course, that list is nowhere near exhaustive. All of our wonderful

teachers, coaches, advisors, counselors, social workers, psychologists, nurses, liaisons,

support staff, bus drivers, custodians and maintenance people are the ones who have

changed the lives of students, helped to keep them safe, to guide them and to educate them

so that they can become responsible adults that make an impact on the world. These people

have all helped to support families, students and their colleagues throughout the years. I

ask that you join me in recognizing them.

I would also like to give special recognition to our teachers and Sleepy Hollow staff that

will be retiring at the end of this school year: Mrs. Phoebe Rosenwasser and Mr. Rui

Rocha. Thank you for your years of service and commitment.

This year’s graduates also had the opportunity to invite special teachers, administrators,

staff and coaches to recognize them for the significant roles they have played in their lives

and the impact they have made on these students’ educational journeys. Would all invited

faculty and staff please stand to be recognized?

Finally, I would like to thank all who have worked hard to create the success embodied on

this field.  Thank you parents, families and friends for entrusting us with your children and
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fostering the growth of this special group of young adults. Students, now is your chance to

show your gratitude to the people who have supported and loved you in the best way they

knew how. Let’s offer the families and friends an applause.

Now for the part that always gives graduation speakers agita - advice and wisdom. In a

world with so many visual distractions (our phones, social media, billboards, etc.), the

thing that can be most daunting in our life, ironically, is something you cannot really even

see - the power of inertia.

For those of you who have taken physics, please excuse my rudimentary description, and

for those of you who have not, pretend I am Ms. Madani and actually know what I am

talking about. Inertia is basically our resistance to change. In physics, we learn that if an

object is not moving, it stays at rest unless something else moves it along. And if an object

is moving, it will keep going along at the same speed unless another force stops it.

Basically, inertia is a resistance to change.

In many ways, inertia is both our friend and our enemy. On the one hand, it helps to keep

life predictable. It is why we develop habits and stick to them.  They allow us to

mindlessly get things done, while bringing us comfort and predictability in a world that

often feels chaotic. But there is a catch to that. Habits can keep us from seeing the world
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with fresh eyes. They dull our senses, keep us from being able to see our lives and

ourselves in any way other than what has always been. They may even stop us from trying

new things or from getting important tasks done.

So my advice to you comes down to just 3 letters - A-C-T. No, not the exam, but the verb.

Not too long ago, I read a piece of advice that I will never forget: it basically said that even

when you don’t feel like doing that little thing you know you should do, simply do it and

your life will change for the better. It seems so obvious, but making that small decision to

act even when it is inconvenient or annoying to do so really can make a difference. Why?

There are two reasons. First, doing the little things keeps us from getting stuck in the stress

of tasks that pile up around us. You stop waiting for the perfect time to get them done and

suddenly your weekends and vacations are a time to enjoy rather than complete errands.

Second, small acts make life less daunting. When we know a major change is needed in

our lives, it can be an awful thing to think about. Who wants to take on something that you

know will take days or weeks or months or maybe even years to accomplish? No one - it’s

hard. But a little step in the right direction is not. And once you get started, you become

invested, you’ve countered the inertia.
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As you face your future, remember that acting comes in small steps not in grandiose

gestures. Start by putting down the phone or the game console and make that effort to do

even the things you’d rather not: hang up your shirt instead of throwing it on the floor. It

might save you from the stress of a messy room. Do a load of laundry (yes, most of you

will have to do that next year) every few days instead of waiting until you no longer own a

clean piece of clothing and are forced to spend four hours washing every article of clothing

you own.  Help that stranger move her garbage can or compliment the despondent person

next to you or just be kind at least once a day. Such small gestures will be at least as

impactful as volunteering at a soup kitchen once a year (but that’s good too).

Whatever you choose, be sure that it is not only habit that drives your days. Acting makes

you a person of the world. It enables you to leave a footprint.  So act - today, tomorrow

and the day after that.  Be the force in your life that creates positive change and good will

come to the world around you.

You as individuals and as a collective will make a mark on our school and our community

not so much from what you have done up to this point, but from what you will do moving

forward. Whatever you do, act with intention and meaning - before you know it, thirteen

years will have passed and you will have created a family, started a business, written a

book, become a master plumber, designed a fashion line, engineered a solar-powered cell
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phone battery, saved a life. You will have countered inertia because you chose to be your

own force of nature. So whether you are a summer breeze or a hurricane, be the person

who spends their days changing the world one act at a time. Who knows, maybe someday

someone will be speaking about the power of you in a graduation speech.

Thank you.
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Chris Borsari -

I am very happy to speak to you at the Commencement Exercises for the Sleepy

Hollow HS Class of 2022. This day marks the conclusion of a 13 year journey, but also the

beginning or commencement of the next facet in the lives of our graduates.  It is a joyous

and celebratory day and I am so glad that you were able to join us!

On the front porch of my house, there are two hanging flower baskets.  This spring,

every morning when I would take my dogs out for their walk, a little bird would fly off

from one of the two baskets.  I took notice of this daily, however in my morning weariness,

I never took the time to investigate further.  One evening, when I returned home, my wife

met me at the door and excitedly told me to look into the basket.  When I cautiously peered

in, I was mesmerized by the sight of three tiny, pink hatchlings, with their eyes still closed,

craning their necks and mouthing for food.  Over the next several weeks we closely

watched the incredible development of the baby birds.  Then one recent evening, I got

close to the basket to try and spy the latest developments when one of the birds suddenly

flew from the nest.  It first landed on the bumper of my car and then flew again to my

neighbor’s lawn.  Imagining it becoming a meal for one of the neighborhood cats I

followed it and was able to pick it up and place it back in the nest.  Before I could take one

step in retreat it once again flew off, this time to a nearby tree.  I watched the bird on the

branch and felt anxious as I contemplated its fate.  Unfortunately, there was nothing I

could do, but watch and hope that it was ready to be on its own.  One day later, the other

two birds had also left the nest behind, but my anxiety was gone.  For some inexplicable

reason, perhaps it was the success of their more brazen sibling, I felt they were ready.

It is hard to believe, as you sit here before your family, friends, teachers,

administrators, and Board of Education members, that in a few moments you will no

longer be students at Sleepy Hollow High School.  Thirteen years of learning, laughing,

crying, cheering, playing, and growing together will shortly come to its triumphant
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conclusion.  I have to be honest, that when I look upon you I do feel a growing sense of

loss in that we will be losing both the individual and collective leadership, resilient spirit,

positive attitude, and achievement which define you as a class and which we have grown

so accustomed to here in the “Hollow.” Although we will selfishly mourn the loss of your

daily contributions to our community, I have no doubt that you are well prepared for all

that lies before you.  It is similar to my reaction when the remaining two birds were gone

from the nest.  My experience with those who have come before you makes me extremely

confident that you are both ready and able to fly.

Although we tend to focus upon the challenges, the opportunities before you are

boundless. Challenge and opportunity are more interconnected and symbiotic than we

often initially think, as Kobe Bryant said, “Everything negative -pressure, challenges- is all

an opportunity for me to rise.” I am confident your time in our schools has prepared you

well for the future.  My confidence is not merely rooted in the fact that you have received

an outstanding education, been given the opportunity to pursue a wide range of interests,

or learned to succeed as an individual or a member of a group.  But rather because of the

community which you have been nurtured by and which you have helped to shape.  This

community, which celebrates the diversity found among us, provides support for neighbors

in need, and stands up against intolerance expects its members to demonstrate their

commitment to personal growth as well as an authentic humanistic concern for others. This

community where the promise of America is alive and well. As you move on and become

members of new and varied communities I trust that you will carry the “Hollow” with you

and will accept nothing less than enlightened leadership and a commitment to self and

others from all those you encounter.

It is my distinct pleasure to confirm that this class is dedicated, resilient and ready!

At this time, I would like to call up Ms. Gail Persad and the Sleepy Hollow High School

Senior Chorus to sing the Sleepy Hollow High School Alma Mater and the graduation

song, "Vienna." They will be followed by Leslie Casana, the Senior Class Vice President,
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who will be sharing the presentation of the class gift. Congratulations and best wishes to

the Class of 2022!

Don’t be strangers!
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Charis Polycarpou - Salutatorian Address

I’m thrilled to be here and I want to once again welcome our friends, family and the

entire Sleepy Hollow High community to celebrate this day with us.

I want to start by thanking everyone who has supported us as we grew, explored and

became the people we are today, the teachers who poured endless hours into lesson plans,

office hours and review sessions, the coaches and club advisors who have nurtured us

outside of the classroom, and all of the parents who have instilled in us the belief that we

can do anything. Most importantly, I want to thank my class. We have had an

unconventional high school experience, but through it all we have stood together to build a

beautiful community. I remain in awe of the bravery, the honesty and the strength I’ve seen

and I can not imagine facing the last four years with any other group of people.

We entered High School in one reality, and we are leaving in an entirely different

one. We’ve seen global conflicts, a change in presidents, a pandemic, worsening climate

conditions, a continually polarized country, and through it all we’ve grown, as a

community and as a part of a larger society. We’ve seen calls for justice, for racial and

social equality and LGBTQ rights. We’ve watched as the nation faced its own

shortcomings and as people banded together to make their voices heard. This is the world

we now enter as we leave High School. It is one of opportunity and hope. It is also one of

continuing struggle.

It is now our turn to take the stage and dictate how this country runs, what

conversations are had, and what’s prioritized. We have the power to help or to hurt, to give

or to take, to embrace or to divide, because what happens next is in our hands.

This past year, the UN’s intergovernmental panel on climate change released a

discouraging update about warming and its impacts on humans and the environment. Our

entire lives, people have been telling us it’s our job to heal the world they burned. It’s easy

to be mad that this is the home we’re inheriting, but the sad truth is it’s the only one we
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have, and if we don’t do something to fix it, no one will. As environmental activist and

conservationist Aldo Leopald once said, “That the situation appears hopeless, should not

prevent us from doing our best.” Despite the defeatist narrative and the stories about points

of no return, there are plenty of things we can do right now to help. There are still animals

to save, icebergs to keep frozen and storms to stave off. We still have the chance to make a

difference.

During our time in High School, we’ve seen a rise in national attention to the

inequality and injustice suffered in many segments of our society. Changes have been

made, but not nearly enough. Now we must take up the mantle and push this movement

forward. We must challenge the systems that only protect the few, and build new ones

designed for the masses. We must ensure that all of our votes count, that our bodies belong

to ourselves and that the right to be our true selves is protected. Let us remember that our

words have weight and we should wield them purposefully; our votes have power and we

should use them wisely.

Whether you were born in this country or not, if you’re the first generation or the

tenth, this is our home and we need to fight for its ideals, fight for its opportunities and

fight for its promises yet unfulfilled, the ones that say we are all equal, that it is our will

that powers the government and that our rights are inalienable. We must stand for those

without voices and those with so much less. Just because this is the world we were born

into, doesn’t mean it is the one we have to live in.

We have the power to write our own rules and to shape our own future. I am

overjoyed to be entering this world together and I can’t wait to see what we will all do.
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RYAN LYPPENS  - Valedictorian Speech

To my family, friends, teachers, administrators, and fellow members of the Sleepy

Hollow Class of 2022 - good evening! Thank you all for being here.

The journey for the Class of 2022 has not been a smooth one. We’ve gone through a

global pandemic, one of the most polarizing presidential elections in American history, and

the horrible monstrosity that some people call online “learning”. The fact that we managed

to overcome all of these challenges to be here today has taught me the important value of

gratitude. There are a lot of things to be grateful for: friendship, opportunities, or diverse

experiences. In my case, I am extremely grateful for the support people gave me which

allowed me to be on this stage today. There are too many people to mention in one speech,

so I will highlight just a few.

First, I would like to give thanks to my family. Specifically, my mom, my dad, and

my sister. Thank you for the constant, unconditional love you have blessed me with for the

past 18 years. I love you three beyond what words can describe. I credit you for instilling

good values and a strong conscience, and for never giving up on me even when times were

tough. Every success in my life, every achievement, every good moment, I owe to you.
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Next, I would like to thank all of my teachers. You are genuine, kind people who

really want to see the students succeed. I thank you not just for imparting knowledge I will

use for the rest of my life, but for also teaching me how to think critically and develop my

own, well-informed opinions. Also, thank you for letting me be creative and do

unconventional things like making a physics project based on the animated satire show,

“Beavis and Butthead”.

Finally, I would like to thank my fellow students at Sleepy Hollow High School.

Together, we have created memories that I will cherish for the rest of my life. Some are

amusing, such as crowd-surfing at prom and singing “Hips Don’t Lie” by Shakira on the

bus before soccer games. Others are more absurd, like Aren wearing a tutu at one of our

pep rallies and running a track meet in the underground parking lot of the Palisades Mall.

While we each have our personal memories, we also share a wide range of collective

experiences. There were several times our grade was beautifully unified, such as the Rose

Ceremony, placing first in Spirit Week, and winning our homecoming game against

Nyack. There were also times our grade struggled together, like stumbling through our

midterms and college applications. Although it has often been a challenging journey, it has

been an honor to experience it with all of you.

I want to take this opportunity to share a phrase attributed to the Swiss philosopher

Henri Frédéric Amiel: “Life is short. We have not much time to gladden the hearts of those
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who journey with us. Therefore, be swift to love, make haste to be kind.” So much of this

statement resonates with me. Life is fleeting and full of uncertainties. Therefore, it is

crucial to live a life bigger than yourself, to live a life that improves the plight of others.

Hurry, because there is so much good to do and so little time to do it!

Graduation marks the last time we are all in one place before we go our separate

ways. Today might be the last time I see some of you. Before you go, however, I would

like to share several fundamental qualities about the class of 2022. You are fun, smart, and

creative. I look at the crowd today and see that it is filled with inherently good people, and

it gives me comfort and hope. Everyone here has a special talent that they can and should

use to help people. Thus, my personal advice would be to pick something you love and

work really hard to become good at it. If you are pursuing your passions, the hard work

will feel like a joy rather than a burden. I have faith, absolute confidence, that the Sleepy

Hollow Class of 2022 will leave its positive mark on the world. Now it is up to us to fulfill

our potential. Thank you and congratulations to you all.
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Distinguished Speaker Speech - Ms. Lopez

Class of 2022, thank you for asking me to speak here tonight, and If I am not the speaker

you voted for, no hard feelings. I know Mr. O’Neil is funnier than I am, and I am okay

with that.

A little more than 20 years ago I sat in your figurative seat, anxiously unaware of where

I’d ultimately land in my life, maybe feeling like many of you do at this moment. And

while I’ve second, third, fourth and fifth guessed many decisions I’ve made in those two

decades, being a Sleepy Hollow Horseman is not one of them. The reason for that, year in

and year out, is always of course my beloved coworkers and friends, but mostly, it is

because of you.

Being your teacher and advisor adds so much meaning to my life and in turn I wish for you

a life filled with meaning. A meaningful life will likely include as much happiness and

success as perhaps sadness and strife, because a meaningful life demands us to care deeply

beyond ourselves, and caring deeply makes us vulnerable. As excited as you may be about

your futures, there may be fear or anguish underlying this evening and the months to come.

What a blessing it is to have somethings and someones that our hearts ache to leave

behind. What a blessing it is to have shared experiences, bonds and laughs with others.

What a blessing a fond memory is. What a blessing it is to connect to another human

being.

I want to talk about that word for a few-being. To be-if you’ve been a student in my class,

I’ve encouraged you to avoid defaulting to that verb or one of its infinitives. Choose action

verbs, choose words that convey what you really mean to say. Make an impression. But

tonight I want to examine that idea: To be. Much emphasis in our world gets placed on
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what we will do—perhaps we need to look more closely at how we will be. When faced

with difficulty, how will we be? When in triumph, how will we be? Perhaps we slow down

the ever turning hamster wheel of our world which breeds more and more stress and

anxiety if we shift our focus to being. Get back to the humanity of it, after all-we are

human beings, not human doings.

As a generation you have experienced and inherited much chaos and more capability and

knowledge than perhaps any other before you.

So what will you do about it? What choices will you make? But also, how will you be

about it? To sit with that idea of being brings us more into the present, providing space and

time to reflect and grow, limiting our impulses to react without perspective. This shift onto

how we will be rather than what we will accomplish allows us to maintain our integrity

despite wins or losses. It allows us to make better decisions for ourselves, to tap into our

instincts better, to leave behind what doesn’t serve us and to move towards what does.

Our collective well being depends on the threads we all weave into the fabric of our time

here. Where and when can you do something to pitch in, to assist, to build? Who can you

call in? Who can you make space for? Who and how will you be?

I look forward to finding out as much as I have enjoyed being with you, learning with you,

and laughing with you these last four years. What a blessing you have been. Thank you.
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John Paine-  Closing Remarks

Good afternoon. I am John Paine, President of the Board of Education.

When I addressed the graduates of last year’s class, the applause I received was when I
announced that I would be brief. With that in mind, I will once again temper my remarks.

Members of the Class of 2022, carpe vitam.

You have heard of “seize the day” or “carpe diem”. Today I urge you to seize life in the
same manner. As the recipients of the best education we can provide, you have endless
opportunities and the means to take advantage of them. Carpe vitam. Seize life.
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